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MINERAL FRONTIER IN TRANSITION:
COPPER MINING IN ARIZONA, 1880-1885

ROBERT L. SPUDE

ON AUGUST

188o, among the scrub oak-covered and ironstained slopes of Mule Pass, Lewis Williams began smelting
copper ores at Bisbee, Arizona Territory. A few months earlier,
his father John Williams, and his brother-in-law DeWitt Bisbee,
with several other San Franciscans, had purchased the Copper
Queen Mine, formed the Copper Queen Mining and Smelting
Company, and funded the opening of the mine. Because of Lewis
Williams's recent perfection of a smelter capable of reducing the
peculiar copper ores of the Southwest, the company sent the short,
stocky Welshman to erect one of his furnaces at their Arizona
property. With John Ballard as assistant, Williams· directed the
construction of the works, the extraction of copper carbonates, and
the pouring of the first drop of copper from the smelter.1
By December Lewis Williams had amazed the mining world by
producing nearly 1.5 million pounds of copper. Both the Mining &Scienti~c Press of San Francisco and the Engineering & Mini,ng
Journal of New York commented upon the unprecedented production record. The journals concurred that the Copper Queen operation signified the dawn of a new era. As the Mining &- Scienti~c
Press editor explained further, previously gold and silver had been
the major attraction to the deserts of Arizona; but now with the
widespread discovery of copper, the availability of an inexpensive portable furnace, and the completion of the transcontinental
Southern Pacific Railroad, Arizona was on the verge of a new,
more prosperous, and more permanent boom-a boom caused by
the mining of copper. 2
20,
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Prospectors intent upon finding only gold knew of the copper
deposits of the Southwest years before the operation at Bisbee, but
they idly passed by the outcrops. A few optimistic or opportunistic
souls attempted to work some of the deposits-at Santa Rita, Ajo,
Planet-but each operation proved short-lived because of a troublesome combination of hostile Indians, isolation, lack of investment
capital, and unfamiliar ores. Only one early mine owner successfully worked the copper ores of Arizona. 3
In 1872 Henry Lesinsky, a New Mexico merchant and
freighter, visited the copper mines at Clifton, Arizona. Excited by
the rich ores, but without practical knowledge of how to work
them, he began a nearly ruinous experiment to mine and smelt
the Longfellow copper ores. Lesinsky proved the mines profitable
through clever, yet at times unpopular, business tactics. To gouge
out the ore, he hired inexpensive Mexican laborers and contracted
for Chinese laborers from San Francisco. The ores were reduced
in smelters designed by Lesinsky himself, while the copper product traveled to Colorado railheads in Lesinsky's own freight wagons.
On the return trip the wagons carried provisions and merchandise
for his stores, which sold the goods to the miners, thus in effect
cutting labor costs. Finally, he hired relatives to head the different
mine functions. By the 1880s the director of the United States
Mint could report that the Clifton copper mines were "pouring
out a stream of this metal such as the world has never before witnessed." In 1882 Lesinsky sold his interest in the mine for $ 1,200,000. Lesinsky succeeded, but when other local mine owners-such
as Curtis Coe Bean at Prescott, William B. Hellings of Phoenix,
Louis Zeckendorf of Tucson, and William VanArsdale at Globeattempted to mimic Lesinsky's operation, they found their efforts
unprofitable and futile. 4
Between 1878 and 1883 the construction of the Southern Pacific
and of the Atlantic and Pacific railroads across Arizona and New
Mexico resolved one of the major problems of mining copper,
namely, costly transportation. The completion of these railroads
and the consequent reduction of freight rates proved the most
significant stimulus to the copper boom. Rates for the shipment
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of goods to and from San Francisco or Chicago dropped from ten
cents plus per pound to a few pennies per pound. Now, with railroads nearby and with proven bonanzas, such as those at Clifton
and at the Copper Queen, investors jumped at the chance to purchase copper claims. 5
The copper boom began slowly during the fall of 1880. The
Arizona Weekly Star tabulated copper matte shipments from the
Copper Queen, the editor thanking Lewis Williams on the side
for the gift of a small copper ingot. Other territorial editors boosted
local prospects, but no rush of miners occurred. Instead, observant readers caught the names of San Franciscans, Nevadans, or
Easterners who visited prospects, optioned properties, then disappeared, returning to their homes. Frederick A. T ritle, from the
Comstock, purchased an extension of the Copper Queen, noted
the Star. James Douglas, mining engineer from Pennsylvania, inspected several mines, commented the Prescott Miner. William E.
Church of Boulder, Colorado, visited mines near Clifton, observed
the Silver City Herald. Numerous other individuals scouted for
other mines. By the end of 188 I the buying and selling of claims
became a speculator's dream-unproven claims once worth a few
thousand dollars were sold for the inHated price of $500,000 each.
To discover the source of the money pouring into Arizona, one had
to look to far-off New York. 6
At 63 Broadway, members of the American Mining Stock Exchange celebrated the opening of their ornate cherry and mahog-.
any offices. Milton S. Latham, former governor of California, addressed the brokers assembled in the iron-pillared board room. San,
Francisco was no longer the heart of mining business activity, he
assured them as he stated, "the center of speculative mining is
now transferred ... to Boston and New York." To the American
Mining Stock Exchange came the promoters of Southwestern
copper deposits. Backed by glamorous reports, gilded prospectuses,
optimistic clippings from territorial presses and mining journals,
and occasionally by personal observations, these men touted thel
.
rich mines and the quick profits to be made. 7
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They knew the promotion business. One did not promote mines
in the summer, as the promoter of the Black Bear Copper Company stated: "Capitalists who are able to make that kind of an investment leave the city during the hot weather, and do not care
to take up new enterprises in a country still hotter."8 Once the
weather cooled, the promoter approached his prospective investor.
A New York Times reporter encountered one such mining promoter and described him in the following manner:
He wears a heavy watch-chain and a sparkling scarf-pin. His hair
is somewhat long and he has a slouched hat, which makes him look
as if he had just returned from the copper beds of Arizona. In his
pocket he has a map of the county, showing the exact location of the
mine ... Where is the mine? On the map, of course. Anyone can
see it there. It occupies just two-thirds of an Arizona county, and is
painted green to show how full it is of copper.ll

True to their profession the promoters sold mines, and true
to their word the members of the New York exchange outspeculated San Francisco in the copper fields. During 1881 and 1882
speculation was rampant. Philadelphia chemists, Boston patricians, Pennsylvania oil magnates, and New York merchants purchased claims, incorporated optimistic and overcapitalized mining
companies, and ordered superintendents to the wilds of Arizona.
At the mines of the Ajo Mining and Development Company, the
promoter sent his son to put up a fac;ade of digging shafts while
he mined the investors. The son's "fancy salary," reminisced one
disgruntled stockholder, bankrupted the company. At Pelton the
Huachuca Mining and Smelting Company sent a superintendent
unfamiliar with copper ores to open the mines and erect a furnace,
while paying the unheard of salary of $10,000. Congressman Guy
R. Pelton soon found himself owning an idle property without a
superintendent. 10
If the newly formed mining company's superintendent found
ore, or what he thought was ore, the directors took the next step
and purchased a smelter. Reclining in their easy chairs, investors
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could peruse the catalogs of the Pacific Iron Works, Union Iron
Works, or Fraserand Chalmers, selecting a water jacket furnace.
They wanted one that produced the most copper at the least expense. Thus, they chose the largest, most expensive furnace offered, which, they believed, would operate more cheaply than a
smaller one. After selection, they sent one furnace, occasionally
two, to smelt ores from their unproven mines. The Casa Grande
Copper Mining Company ordered two large furnaces for their
mines at Copperopolis. Superintendent William B. Hellings put
them in operation and produced 190,847 pounds of copper-all
at a loss. Copperopolis became, as one observer noted, "a copper
metropolis which didn't metrop."ll
Between 1881 and 1883 investors purchased and funded the
erection of thirty-three smelters in Arizona, each at an initial cost
of approximately $25,000. Most of these smelting operations
proved short-lived and unprofitable. High grade ore existed in only
a few locales. For example, in I 883 an optimistic reporter for the
Phoenix· Herald visited the copper mines along Castle Creek,
forty miles north of town. Expounding upon the supposed "unlimited" ore deposits, he boasted of the smelter being erected in
the canyon and the two or three other proposed plants, and remarked upon "the excitable and rustling turmoil" in the recently
laid out camp of Kirby. Within the year the high grade ores were
gone, the smelter silenced, and the companies bankrupt. By 1884
an observer found "Kirby City inhabited by nobody but a tomcat."
An apparent rich outcrop of copper carbonates did not necessarily
insure abundant ore bodies beneath the surface. Similarly, other
copper deposits pinched out, causing mining companies to fail,
leaving behind shallow pits and the macabre remains of once bustling communities. Such was the fate of Russellville, Bolingerville,
Grand Gulch, and Kling. 12
In some districts ore bodies were present, but inexperienced and
inefficient companies failed while trying to exploit them. The case
of the Carrie Copper Mines company at Globe is typical. Organized by New Yorkers, they sent Peter Sturgess, one of their
number, to open the property. The letters Sturgess mailed to his
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wife in New York reveal an initial feeling of optimism and the
hope of making a quick fortune. After a few weeks at work, Sturgess disclosed a realistic insight into his own inability and helplessness. Isolation delayed the smelter furnace's arrival from the railroad. The company's superintendent, an old Nevadan, wasted
time searching for a "true fissure vein," instead of blocking out the
ore body. Problems compounded themselves in Sturgess's mind as
he spent idle hours in his canvas-roofed adobe house, fighting bedbugs and Hies. Finally, in September 1881 Sturgess feared failure.
The company kept no records of accounts, and creditors were demanding payment of overdue bills. Attempts to convince his New
York partners to send more funds were rejected or ignored. When
John Williams, Jr., brother of Lewis Williams, arrived from Bisbee
and announced that the smelter needed more castings from San
Francisco before operations could begin, Sturgess gave up. Returning home in October, he had nothing but nine months of experience to show for his efforts. But the Carrie operation had an
unexpected further significance. After Williams arrived he ran the
smelterbrieHy, then turned his attention to opening a more promising prospect nearby. Within a few months his Old Globe Mine
proved a bonanza and was producing over 400,000 pounds of
copper monthly, a product equalling the output at Bisbee and
Clifton. 13
Similarly, in other mining districts intelligent businessmen,
mining engineers, and metallurgists gained control of the most
promising copper claims, organized conservative but well-financed
companies, and began systematically opening their mines. At the
Copper Queen Lewis Williams and another brother, Ben, opened
huge ore bodies, enlarged the smelting works at Bisbee, and increased annual production to over 7 million pounds. During the
same period, they paid $1,35°,000 in dividends to stockholders.
In 1885 the Williams brothers in association with James Douglas,
convinced Phelps, Dodge and Co. to consolidate their properties
at Bisbee, instead of beginning a suit over contiguous ground. The
resultant combination proved successful beyond the most starryeyed prospector's imagination. 14
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Other large firms bought Arizona mines. Pope, Cole and Company, one of the three largest United States refiners of copper,
purchased the Old Dominion and Old Globe mines. A group
from Edinburgh, Scotland, composed of textile and insurance
magnates, boughtthe Clifton copper mines and began constructing railroads, tramways, inclines, large smelting machinery, and
other new apparatuses, thus making their Arizona Copper Company the most sophisticated operation in the Southwest. The Calumet and Hecla Mining Company, the largest producer of copper
in the United States during the late nineteenth century, formed
the Cochise Copper Company and gained control of the Peabody
Mine at Johnson. Other Boston stockholders of the Calumet and
Hecla also purchased and consolidated the old Santa Rita mines
near Silver City, New Mexico, and formed the Santa Rita Copper
and Iron Company. To cut costs they funded the construction of
a railroad to Silver City and built the Southwest's first copper concentrator in 1882. By 1883 six companies in Arizona each produced between 1 million and 7.5 million pounds of copper. Output
expanded very rapidly. From a production record of only about
2 million pounds of copper in 188o, the copper mines of Arizona
expanded in 1881 to 10 million pounds and doubled that figure
the next year. Within a few years Arizona had become the second
largest producer of copper in the United States, bested only by
the old mines at Lake Superior, Michigan. 15
This increasing production, the establishment of permanent
mining camps, and the beginning of responsible management and
operations-all combined to create, as the territorial editor prophesied, a new era in Southwest mining history. Previously, prospectors and miners rushed from one boom town to another, gouged
out the richest and most accessible gold and silver ores, then left
in search of other"diggings." During the 1860s and 1870S a whole
series of settlements sprang up and disappeared within a season or
a few years-such as placer camps along the Colorado River, at
Pinos Altos, and near Prescott; the silver camps from McCrackin
to McMillan, Peck to Pioneer, and Tip Top to Total Wreck. Even
Tombstone had reached its peak by 1883. Only the copper camps
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and companies expanded and survived the transition from mining
precious metals to extracting industrial ores. Obviously, the presence of large ore bodies was the major cause for this longevity, but
other factors emerging in the 1880s should be considered.
The copper mining companies themselves were different from
the earlier gold and silver mining companies. Previously San
Franciscans dominated the boards of the local mining companies.
These speculators, who had gutted the Comstock lode by 188o,
were unsatisfied with the slow profits from mining copper and sold
out. The purchasers, men from New York and Boston, at first
mimicked the speculative San Francisco investors, but after the
failure of the American Mining Stock Exchange and the appearance of mining-businessmen in place of speculators, Arizona operations became profitable to stockholders. Another difference was
the ability of copper companies to consolidate or live in peaceful
coexistence. Instead of going to court to fight over bordering
claims and ore bodies, companies-such as the Detroit Copper
Company and the Arizona Copper Company, Ltd., at CliftonMorenci, and the Old Dominion Copper Company and the Buffalo Copper Company at Globe-defined bounds by which each
company would extract ore without conflicting with the others'
property. In instances they united to operate the marginally profitable mines. For example, the owners of rich claims in the Black
Hills consolidated their properties into one successful concern, the
United Verde Copper Company at Jerome. 16
As the directors of the mining companies changed from speculators to business men, so too did their operations at the mines
change. To run their mines they sent trained mining engineers,
bona fide scientists with university degrees in metallurgy. The
old habit of hiring so-called "Professors" from California and
Nevada disappeared. At the Old Dominion a group of Columbia
graduates were in charge. A Yale graduate superintended the
United Verde. Only at the Copper Queen, where the mines were
operated by the Williams brothers (descendents of generations of
Swansea, Wales, copper men), was it unnecessary to hire a mining
school graduate. The absentee owners also hired trained book-
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United Verde Copper Company's Works, Jerome, Arizona 1884. Courtesy, Arizona
Historical Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State Library, Tempe, Arizona.
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keepers and accountants whose records were used to infonn stockholders rather than to speculate in stocks. The object was to run
the mine as a business-a profitable business-not as a gamble.
This method of operating, however, did not preclude the owners
from experimenting. They tried new tools (such as diamond
drills), new fuels (oil instead of coal), or new machinery (such
as concentrators), but they tested the innovations and made conservative estimates in order to increase production or cut costs. 17
Rising around these new operations was a new kind of mining
camp. The feverish stir and excitement of a boom town still appeared during the construction of smelters and first openings of
mines. Merchants and freighters rushed in to capitalize on the
new business. But after a steady stream of matte began to How
from the smelters, differences between the old gold or silver camps
and the new copper camps became obvious. The copper camp was
usually dependent on one company. Frequently, it was named
after a major investor, witness Bisbee, Jerome, Stoddard, and· a
dozen others. Inevitably, the copper camp's merchant became tied
to the copper company-the mine's business meant prosperity to
him; without it his store's cash intake ceased. The company, in
effect, controlled the camp. During the 1880s these camps began
to be transfonned into company towns. At Clifton and Morenci
the Detroit Copper Company and the Arizona Copper Company,
Ltd., owned the towns' largest mercantile firms. At Globe and
Jerome the camps' largest merchants relied on contracts from the
copper companies to prosper.1 8
In a few camps the companies developed paternalistic traits.
They brought in physicians and established company hospitals,
funded through deductions from the miners' pay checks. The company might also construct reading rooms, religious halls, or schools
to foster a more pennanent .and stable settlement. Saloons were
not allowed on or near company property. In its quest to civilize
the miner, the Copper Queen company at Bisbee even set up rules
forbidding its employees to gamble, drink excessively, or swear. 19
The attitudes and personalities of individuals living in the camps
changed also. The wage earner replaced the transient prospector.
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The majority of the miners were Cornish or Irish, who drifted
towards unionism. The union, a new institution in the Southwest,
was weak and little more than a social society. In Bisbee the local
miners' union president was a saloon keeper, drank heavily, and
was arrested for mortally wounding a local prizefighter in 1881.
Needless to say, the Bisbee union was held in low esteem by
Cochise County residents. A few years later, in 1885, Globe's
four-year-old miners' union unsuccessfully struck against a pay
cut. Faced with the option of seeing the Old Dominion closed
down, they went back to work for $3.50 per day.20
During the period 1880 to 1885 one sees other attitudes changing. At first, all Indians were looked on as hostiles, especially after
the attacks made by renegade Apaches on Clifton in 1882 and on
freight wagons traveling to Globe. At Bisbee the citizens even held
evacuation drills while the so-called red scares continued. By 1885,
however, attitudes had changed. In some camps the Indian was
looked on only as a public nuisance. Reporters complained of small
parties of Indians visiting Jerome, rummaging about, then leaving.
The citizens claimed that anything missing in town was stolen by
the Indians. At Globe the town's merchants looked on the Indian
as a producer-consumer. The San Carlos Apaches were bringing
goods to town, selling their produce, and buying wares. A group
of Globe merchants offered rewards for the capture of anyone
selling liquor to the Indians, while at the same time they allowed
their freighters traveling through the reservation to give rides to
select Indians. In the eyes of the copper camp citizen, the Indian
had been transformed from a hostile to little more than a domestic
annoyance. 21
Attitudes towards lawlessness also changed. In the silver camps,
possibly owing to their transient nature, unruly elements thrived.
Saloons, gambling halls, and prostitutes Rourished, while upright
citizens in most instances hoped that the ruffians or criminally
inclined would perforate each other-which they often did. But
in the copper camps the companies, local businessmen, and other
stabilizing elements of society were eager to see an orderly community. In these camps the respectable element set up boundaries
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for the local red light district and taxed and licensed saloons and
gambling halls. Reactions toward the bad element was extreme.
The citizens of Globe lynched two stage robbers and murderers
in 1882. Clifton residents tarred and feathered a local tough, while.
a posse chased down the desperado Kid Lewis and, in frontier
fashion, filled him full of lead. The numerous instances of vigilante justice-a total of sixteen lynchings and numerous shootings
between 1882 and 1884 in Arizona alone-was a reaction to an
influx of unruly transient individuals populating the Southwest.
The copper settlements were more zealous than the silver camps
in expelling undesirables. The result was not an Eden, but a stable,
semipeaceful camp.22
Problems would arise, upsetting this balance. An overproduction of copper combined with changing ore qualities and the brief
panic of 1884 to cause all but a few of the copper companies to
reorganize or revise operational techniques. But by 1886 a pattern
for the future had been set. Large New York-based corporations
controlled the mines while scientific management and trained engineers kept them running. The mining camp, too, had gone through
its transitional period. While there were exceptions, nevertheless,
by 1886 the trends toward company towns, paternalism, unionorganized wage earners, and orderly camps were apparent. As the
Mining and Scienti~c Press editor had claimed, a new era had
dawned on the mining frontier.
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in hostility towards the Indian between 1882 and 1885. See, for example,
Mar. 24, 31, April 14, 1883, Oct. 17, 1885 issues. This trend reverses itself
following the outbreak of Ger6nimo.
22. Specific lynchings include: 1 at Bisbee, I near Galeyville, 3 at
Globe, 3 near Flagstaff, 2 at Florence, I near Jerome, I near Kingman, I
at Patagonia, I at Pinal City, I at Pioneer, I at Tombstone. Other acts of
lawlessness range from the murder of Morgan Earp, to the robbery of the
Black Canyon stage four times in one month, or the cutting and murder
affray in a Prescott court room (this incident made it to the front page of
the Police Gazette complete with a woodcut). Arizona Silver Belt, Jan. 1882Dec. 1884, passim; Prescott Weekly Courier, Mar. 1882-Dec. 1884, passim;
Arizona Weekly Star, Jan. 1882-Dec. 1884, passim.

